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	WebGL Game Development, 9781849699792 (1849699798), Packt Publishing, 2014

	WebGL is the standard for rendering 3D graphics in a browser using JavaScript. This book will teach you to exploit the full potential of WebGL in game development by rendering complex 3D objects. The essential tutorial.


	Overview

	
		Load and render complex 3D objects in WebGL using JavaScript
	
		Apply textures and lighting to game scenarios
	
		Load rigged 3D models and Skeletal Animations
	
		Add Physics Engines to WebGL games



	In Detail


	WebGL, the web implementation of Open GL, is a JavaScript API used to render interactive 3D graphics within any compatible web browser, without the need for plugins. It helps you create detailed, high-quality graphical 3D objects easily. WebGL elements can be mixed with other HTML elements and composites to create high-quality, interactive, creative, innovative graphical 3D objects.


	This book begins with collecting coins in Super Mario, killing soldiers in Contra, and then quickly evolves to working out strategies in World of Warcraft. You will be guided through creating animated characters, image processing, and adding effects as part of the web page canvas to the 2D/3D graphics. Pour life into your gaming characters and learn how to create special effects seen in the most powerful 3D games. Each chapter begins by showing you the underlying mathematics and its programmatic implementation, ending with the creation of a complete game scene to build a wonderful virtual world.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Load 3D objects exported from Blender using WebGL
	
		Understand texture mapping and apply textures to 3D objects
	
		Add lights and a camera to a WebGL scene
	
		Create simple object animations utilizing matrix transformations
	
		Fiddle with complex object animations such as skeletal animations
	
		Get to grips with user interaction and picking
	
		Build multiplayer games in WebGL
	
		Handle difficult concepts such as animating skinned models using matrix transformations, quaternion mathematics, and linear interpolation
	
		Apply physics engine to your WebGL game



	Approach


	This book is set-by-step, example-based tutorial that provides details on gaming logic using Web GL.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a programmer who wants to transform the skill of blending imagination and throughput in games, this is the book for you. You need to have a good understanding of object-oriented programming, JavaScript, and vector and matrix operations.
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PCI Express System ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2003
PCI Express is the third-generation Peripheral Component Inter-connect technology for a wide range of systems and peripheral devices. Incorporating recent advances in high-speed, point-to-point interconnects, PCI Express provides significantly higher performance, reliability, and enhanced capabilities—at a lower...


		

Linux for Non-Geeks: A Hands-On, Project-Based, Take-It-Slow GuidebookNo Starch Press, 2004
This resource is for those who have switched or will be switching to Linux; it avoids tech-talk, but focuses on subjects appealing to the average Joe--installation, playing CDs, the Internet, games, printing, and more.




This book is for any home user who has switched or is thinking of switching to Linux. Based on Red Hat's...


		

Paint Your Town Red: How Preston Took Back Control and Your Town Can TooRepeater, 2021

	Paint Your Town Red tells the story of how one city in the north of England decided to level up without waiting for Whitehall.

	

	Across the world, there is a growing recognition that a new kind of economy is needed: more democratic, less exploitative, less destructive of society and the planet. Paint Your Town...





	

Game Theory: Introduction and ApplicationsOxford University Press, 1997
This textbook is primarily aimed at students undertaking advanced undergraduate courses or introductory postgraduate courses, which incorporate economic applications of game theory. Following the widespread use of game theory in economics such courses are now common in many universities. Although quite a number of textbooks have recently been...

		

Easy Adobe Photoshop Elements 4 (Que's Easy Series)Que, 2005
Don't let your pictures sit inside your digital camera! Show  them off, with the help of Easy Photoshop Elements 4. This  steps-with-pictures, task-oriented book leverages the built-in ease  of Adobe Photoshop Elements X by showing you how to get the  impressive results you want most, with no fuss and bother. You'll...

		

Emerging Trends in ICT Security (Emerging Trends in Computer Science and Applied Computing)Morgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Emerging Trends in ICT Security, an edited volume, discusses the foundations and theoretical aspects of ICT security; covers trends, analytics, assessments and frameworks necessary for performance analysis and evaluation; and gives you the state-of-the-art knowledge needed for successful deployment of security solutions in many...
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